Comprehensive
Credit Reporting (CCR)
Overview and impacts on credit assessment

Comprehensive Credit Reporting (CCR), also known as ‘positive credit reporting’, is a new
credit reporting system that will provide lenders with more information on an applicant’s credit
history. This will enable more informed lending decisions and remove the requirement for
providing loan statements for loans being refinanced.
This guide will provide an overview on what new information is available to lenders through
CCR, how we’ll use the information, how it will affect the credit decisions we make, and tips
on actions you can take to help us provide a great experience for your clients.
New information available to lenders through CCR
Lenders now have access to the following information on an applicant’s credit history:
• list of credit accounts including type,
such as a real property mortgage, credit
card or auto loan
• date the account was opened and the
current status, either opened or closed
• latest limit
• loan term and repayment type
• repayment history information (RHI)
up to 24 months.
For more information on CCR, visit creditsmart.org.au

How will we use this new CCR information?
• Check repayment history using RHI – this means you don’t need to provide us with bank statements on loans that are being
refinanced.
• Check repayment history on all credit accounts over the 24-month history available.
• Check for open credit accounts that may have been incorrectly disclosed.
• Make credit assessments based on the actual number of accounts and not the number of enquiries.
• Conduct serviceability assessments using a combination of loan application and CCR liability information.

How will it affect the credit decisions we make?
• We can make more informed decisions based on the applicant’s current financial position.
• Reduce the number of instances where we may request clarification on credit enquiries.
• For open credit accounts which may result in a mismatch of information between the loan application and CCR information,
we’ll conduct a serviceability assessment based on the more conservative position of limits, repayments type or term.
• We may now be able to approve loans that we were previously unable to, such as if an applicant had a poor credit score due to the
number of credit enquiries – now we can see the actual number of credit accounts and repayment history.
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How CCR information can assist you in getting loans approved faster
• When you run an Equifax access seeker report prior to loan submission, you’ll have a more complete and independent view of the
current financial commitments of your clients. Obtain your access seeker reports here.
• It will allow you to make a complete submission to the lender with visibility to the number of credit accounts and associated repayment
history reviewed upfront.
• It will enable a more complete serviceability assessment as you’ll be informed about limits, repayment type and remaining loan term
on open credit accounts.
• It will help you save time when needing to respond to lender information requests about credit enquiries.

Our credit policy updates as a result of CCR
Enhanced insights mean less supporting documentation

New data means more informed credit decisions

Refinance statements will no longer be required:

Serviceability conducted on the higher of CCR limits or
those declared in the loan application

Provision of 6 months loan statements and 3 months credit
card statements for all facilities being refinanced will no longer
be required
Reduction in enquiry confirmation as account information will be
included in the credit report

More accurate assessment using the latest independent and
available information
Repayment history for all accounts considered in conduct
assessment
A more complete credit profile of the applicant(s) means we may
now be able to approve loans where we were previously unable
Repayment history checks completed on up to 24 months of
information
A more complete credit profile of the applicant(s), helps us
continue to lending responsibility

For more information on our credit policy changes or to access any of our CCR guides,
visit macquarie.com/broker or contact your BDM.

This information is provided by Macquarie Bank Limited ABN 46 008 583 542 Australian Credit Licence 237502 and is for the use of licenced and accredited brokers only. This information is not to be
distributed externally.
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